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. .7 ر أD,ى أن 0/,ن ت اA@) .?<,ظ .,-,د, ب)":/9. .8 .7 ر أ&, ا34!2ل 0/,ن .,-,د *()ن &%$# ا"! اث

(E@* داود ب?/,ا GHI& .Jأآ L@:0Lإش LO ت أو(.,Qر LO داود GHI& RQي أرTب L-ة ا . V.   ,W L/?ب .W 8$" ,
V$$&(:@/"إ3@) ا (@Aت ا V. LE. .(E!D Q L"ه) .8 أ&) ا,D Q L"إ Rه RE&0) أ Y& Z7A7[\$]. أQ ب\,ب)س LO . (@_H*

ا *V ا"Gd\@H ا"?)رس إ"L ه@)ك .V ضVH آ2.,. آ@) ب@f,ر R_$O وV* Lde(A .,ض,ع ا"?I , -,"@) ه@)ك . `
ب9 .) . آ$k اhiوا, l/3 آ$D Q k,ا. أ&, آ$k ا34!2ل j_Q وأhi تg$A(H آJ$ ة .,-,د` ه@)ك, اG0 AW ا"H,-,دة

mO(?& (@"إ3@) 3)و k$ا"</ ة. 3/)ش آ RH*رش أTdن .8 , ب(Hآ ,&W L"(J. أT7H0/,ن ب g/"ا l_* ض Oرش أTdب ,&W
[_EQ .2* ,"إ Lإش l_* mO(3ي أT80 أ&) بTDG_EQ G"p]. 8. ,$q0وت)ر LAب! ا GD . Gr(]ب LO 0/,ن V/H. 9ب

ب80T أL/3 ", أ&) ب[7[\$] أ&, ا34!2ل gH:0 و0[,ي وR$d0 وt?0 و0[ ق و0,دي وj$I0 و0:!7 وا . ب)"H,ض,ع
, .V/H 0/,ن ", .V/H أآ,ن أ&) Q)آj@- V اAv)ر. وu0ور آ$k بTو, وا"!g$A(H ._/,ا ه, ت)رq0] ه,, ا"J ت هhا إ",

[$_* ZYO(3وض7$!,ا و Z$ب LO ل(JHت تhiأ..Lfqض,ع ش,H"دي, ص)ر ا O .L*(HI"ا `(Iا4ت V* L/?أ&) ب .  
 

  ", بV* L/?& (&T ا"gJH ا"<_[\$@2J. L؟:  k_i ا"/).$ اةا"H أ
g- "ا :L@$\]_>"ا gJH"ا.. $Jآ G:اض,!. GO :. L@$\]_>"ا gJH"(ب L!O :. .(E@* 8!Oأ (H0ب?)ول دا , gJH"ب9 ا

ش,LO . ت)رV/H. l@:0 .y0 ا"gJH ا"<_[\$@d. L)بg إ", تI بH* G ه) .$G@Q G أgD إشL...) ب!@?/). "<_[\$@GfD Lا
بI,ز بT:d رب# GfD , z_$/?0 (H" G*(Q ا"gJ. 8O gJH إ} بi T:d!$)ر بLO 80TD . z_d *@) أ.J)ل G$@$\]_O .,-,دة

pب GD2* (E"إ G%0 * G_0,r GfD u0(ه GH_/"ا Z:_r k$اد`آT- ,ن(Hآ Zd7Q ل($-p2ن. بO #. ص)ر.. #. l/3
ب?/W . L&, 3)آV. L ب_T آhا آhا...8 *)رف إ80..أ-l أب,` l/3..رد *_$E)... دت8 *_$]...8 *)رف ش,..أ.,

G~$7"ا V* .Z$7"ا G~$ا"?)رة, ب G~$ب ,G0 d"ا G~$ب ,(E_آ T_7"ا Z$ب ,G@0TH"ا G~$ب ,G$&(!"ول اT"ا LO G@0TH"ا GD2* .@:0 L!&إ L
y0ت)ر V* L/?!ب .L/?&ا L!.أ L"p]ت V/H. T3وا gJ. ,l/?&و"$8 ا ,L/?&ا k$وآ ,G0روا . (. L@:0 ,&أ l@:H"ا

lE!&وا G$fq)"ا (@>Dا,H" ا,.Tq!]@ب LY>" امTq!Qا L7:)"ا gJH_" ش Y@& .ي,iW أو L@بW 2J. L/?ب L@:0 . ت(.
8Qت. "در >* (EQرا l_* 3< ت G-(- ".gJH"ا Z$/3 . { {ت,ا و /O ,و} ش L-أ k$و} آ L-أ V0و V. ZO *

 l/?&و} "$8 ا l/?&ا l!.و} إ l/3 V$.l/?&ا (H" G_$:"وش, آ)ن وض# ا ,l/?&ا (H" يT$Q #وش, آ)ن وض ,
L!"(iو ,L.وإ ,Lا&@), و3)رت $- Z&(آ L"أ G)0(* {و GH$_3 {و GHr(O V$.و , Z&(آ k$و وآ Z$7"ا Z&(آ k$آ
G3(>!"وآ$, ا k$وآk$وآ k ,G_.(آ G~$ب V* L/?!ب L!&ا L@:0 .اhه g$I"(ب9 أ&) ب ," (EQرا l_* 3< ت [-(-
  ." *< ت

  
 
Note: this file already appears as two other files: pl_traditions_proverbs_s1e and 
pl_traditions_s9e 
 
It is not a justification that that there is occupation so that we lose our tradition. On the 
contrary, it is a stronger justification to preserve our tradition. They speak about Star of 
David. I mean, more than once I came to draw a start in my drawings or something. No. 
why no? It is from our tradition we as Canaanites. I want to draw, and theoretically prove 
that they stole it, no me who stole it. In Tubas, Sabastyih, we took a tour there one time, 
we wanted to make a documentary film on the topic of stone. The guard who is there, 
within his taking about the archeological area there is how the occupation robbed and 
took many statues from there. He told how they stole, he told how they stole but he did 
not tell how we tried to preserve. I mean, it is possible, and I cannot generalize the idea 
because I cannot impose on all to be in an idealistic principle; because it is also a difficult 



responsibility not easy one. I much do I want to preserve that which is related to my 
tradition and history is not an easy issue. But there could be simplicity in the subject. I do 
not want to say that if I was in Sabastyih that the occupation will do steal and consider 
this tradition his and the statues his and the history his or to fake it as he likes. Maybe I 
would be living next to the artifacts I would say “what if I took a statue” to my house, 
kept it, preserved it. The issue became personal, individual; I speak about the direction of 
the group.   
 
 
The woman behind the camera: if we want to speak about Palestinian proverbs for 
example? 
Man: the Palestinian proverb…my knowledge of the Palestinian proverb is a very modest 
knowledge. I try always to look for it, but the Palestinian proverb is a story, untold. I 
mean maybe the Palestinian proverb corresponds to an experience that is hundred years 
old at least. History. See how much Palestinian proverbs we have. There is no proverb 
that an old man does not tell you the story of it. He may sit for half an hour while he is 
telling you how this word came about. A very long and wide story that has to do with his 
ancestors, and with preceding ancestors. It happened with so and so…he spoke to his 
mother…I do not know what…she did not answer him…he answered her…his father 
came and spoke…I do not know what…because he said form so and so town. It speaks 
about the environment, the house environment, the neighborhood environment, the 
village environment, the environment of the entire town, the environment of the city, the 
relationship between the city and the other states. I mean you are speaking about history. 
One proverb, you may ask when it was said, why it was said, and how it was said, a 
novel. The meaning is that we are not to look at the popular proverb as a verbal use for 
our personal attitudes and it is over. I mean I say for my son or brother for example, who 
did not study, “a chicken dug on itself dusted.” I said the proverb, [but] I did not know 
where it came from, or how it came about, or what is the idea behind it, or who said it, or 
when it was said, or why it was said, and what was the situation of the family when it was 
said, and what was he situation of my grandfather when it was said, and my aunt, and my 
mother, and my neighborhood, and Fatimah, and Halimah, and A’ishah who was our 
neighbor. How was the house, how was the apple [tree], how how how, I mean you are 
speaking about a whole environment. But in this generation   “a chicken dug on itself 
dusted.” 
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